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Incomparably innovative and versatile as:
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...and always
featuring:
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SCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR
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- a pavilion for the impressive presentation of your products at trade fairs, events and roadshows

- ample advertising space

- an outdoor event tent on asphalt, the beach, the mountain and the most rugged terrain

- an attractive design

- lightweight
construction and
easy handling
SCHWER
ENTFLAMMBAR
WASSERABWEISEND
UV BESTÄNDIG
- quick setup times

- a solution for temporary space for YOUR application
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- visibly high-quality workmanship.
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WASSERABWEISEND

SCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR

ENTFLAMMBAR

THE XD TENT SERIES

ABWEISEND

TENTS FROM 4X4M WUP TO MASSIVE TENT COMBINATIONS
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D

R

AIN

XD 4 TENT

XD 5 TENT

XD 6 TENT

XD 7 TENT - COMING SOON

Ideal for smaller construction areas and exhibition

Our most popular model. Thanks to additional compo-

Thanks to the enormous amount of space and optional additional components, such as roof and ca-

The XD 7 tent provides a huge covered area for your

nents such as roof and canopy banners, it can be per-

a perfect presentation space for your products. Thanks
to the optional components available, this space can
be individually designed, and/or expanded as needed
by combining several tents. Another advantage: Lightweight and compact, the XD 4 tent can be transported by just one person and set up very quickly.
.

Side length:

13,1 ft

—less than 20 kg—makes it light and compact. It can be
carried by one person and set up quickly.

4,0 m

Side length:

Entrance height:

6,9 ft

2,1 m

Entrance height:

Total height:

8,9 ft

2,7 m

Total height:

Tube diameter:

0,8 ft

Covered area:

0,25 m

102,3 ft2

Weight:

33 lb

15,0 kg

Setup time with electric pump:

5 min

mer-oriented tent solution. This versatile tent
provides the right presentation environment for your
brand and larger products, while keeping your displays, seating and guests out of the rain and elements. With the addition of custom, high-quality
printing it is guaranteed to be an eyecatcher.

tising through high-quality printing. Despite its impressive size, the XD 7 weighs only 30 kg. With the help of an
electric pump, it can be set up by two people in about
25 minutes.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
16,4 ft

5,0 m

Side length:

19,7 ft

6,0 m

Side length:

8,2 ft

2,45 m

Entrance height:

9,8 ft

3,0 m

Entrance height:

10,7 ft

3,25 m

Total height:

Tube diameter:

0,9 ft

0,30 m

Tube diameter:

Covered area:

161 ft2

Weight:

44 lb

Setup time with electric pump:

Covered area:
Weight:

10 min

Setup time with electric pump:

23 ft

7,0 m

11,5 ft

3,5 m

12,8 ft

3,90 m

Total height:

15 ft

4,55 m

1,1 ft

0,35 m

Tube diameter:

1,3 ft

0,40 m

INCLUDED
WITH DELIVERY

30,0 kg

Tent, Hand Pump,
Anchoring Line Set,
User Manual and
Repair Kit.

Covered area:

226 ft2

20,0 kg

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS

4

groups of visitors or products such as jet skis or compact

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

You can ﬁnd
more details
in the specs sheets
on our website..

fectly adapted to suit a variety of requirements. Its size

55 lb

25,0 kg
15 min

312 ft2

Weight:

66 lb

Setup time with electric pump:

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS

Standard Wall

Canopy

Standard Wall

Canopy

Standard Wall

Canopy

Standard Wall

Entrance Wall

Canopy Banner

Entrance Wall

Canopy Banner

Entrance Wall

Canopy Banner

Entrance Wall

Window Wall

Tunnel Parts

Window Wall

Tunnel Parts

Window Wall

Tunnel Parts

Window Wall

25 min

Tunnel Parts
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THE XC TENT SERIES

„These tents look awesome! I
am excited to do more projects
together with X GLOO.“

A COMPACT TENT FOR 3X3M EXHIBITION AREAS

Dan Paulsrud, GMR Marketing

XC 3 TENT
The XC 3 tent gives ordinary 3x3-meter exhibition
booths an extraordinary look. The high, dome-shaped
roof provides a vaulted space in which visitors and
users feel much more comfortable than in conventional pavilions and pole tents. Thanks to its minimal

weight (less than 8 kg), the convenient transport using
the included backpack and the easy setup, one person can have the tent standing in just ﬁve minutes.
The materials and processing methods used in the XC
3 guarantee a long product life.

„Was impressed with the quality of the
your product. As a product designer I know
the value of work that went into it: every
aspect of the tent is very well thought
through.“
Alexis Angelides, Carvingmagazine

INCLUDED
WITH DELIVERY

COMPONENTS

Tent, Hand Pump,
Anchoring Line Set,
User Manual.

Window Wall

Entrance Wall
Standard Wall
Tunnel Parts

SPECIFICATIONS
Side length:
Entrance height:

3,0 m

6,4 ft

1,95 m

Total height:

8,5 ft

2,6 m

Tube diameter:

8,0 in

0,2 m

Covered Area:
Weight:
Setup time with electric pump:
6

10,0 ft

60,3 ft2
18,4 lb

8,32 kg
5 min
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COMPONENTS
Available wall and tunnel components provide a larger surface for
shade and protection from wind and weather.

STANDARD WALL

ENTRANCE WALL

WINDOW WALL

The Standard Wall provides complete privacy as well
as generous advertising space. The convenient zipper system allows you to have your graphics facing
inside or outside. 2-sided printing also available.

The Entrance Wall features a full-length vertical zip-

The transparent PVC window in the Window Wall

per to easily open or close the tent. The two halves

reliably protects against wind and weather, and lets

can be held open to the sides using the attached

in natural light. The wide area below the window

toggle fasteners.

OVERVIEW
XD 7
Roof

Standard Wall
Window Wall

Tunnel Part

Entrance Wall

XD 6

Tubes

CANOPY

CANOPY BANNER

The arc of the Canopy is created by means of its

The optional, exchangeable Canopy Banner zips in

own inﬂatable tube at the front, which is inﬂated

at the front of the Canopy to present your graphics
prominently at the front of your booth.

XD 5

increases the covered area of the tent.

Canopy Banner

LED
Lighting Kit

Canopy

XC 3
XD 4
Ballast
Barrel

Stool

XC 3
Standard Wall
Window Wall
Entrance Wall

Tube Ballast

8

Wall Ballast

TUNNEL PARTS
The Connecting Tunnel creates a visually seamless and weatherproof roof transition
from one tent to the other.
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BRANDING
For the individual color design and personalization of your tent,

DIGITAL PRINTING

ON WHITE FABRIC
The brilliant colors achieved through dye-sublimation
printing guarantees you the perfect appearance. This
branding option includes full-surface dye-sublimation
printing of your graphics across the entire tent roof
and/or desired components. You simply provide us
with your desired colors, logos, graphics and images.
We then transfer your individual design via dyesublimation printing onto our high-quality tent fabric,
turning your event tent into a perfectly-branded
eyecatcher.

>

REFERENCE PHOTOS >

„You guys have done an amazing
job with this, from the quality
of material and design to the
reproduction of our artwork, the
X-GLOO is stunning! “
David Wilson, Director, Mauds Ice Creams

10
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BRANDING
For the quick design and personalization of our in-stock tents,
we o

FOIL PRINTING

ON A VARIETY OF DYED FABRICS
Is the date of your event nearing but you still don’t
have a tent? For these occasions we keep a wide
range of customizable products in stock. This means
you can quickly get a unique, premium-quality tent as
an eyecatcher for your event.
Using thermal-transfer foil printing, we apply your
logos, graphics and images to partial areas of the
tent in the in-stock color of your choice.

>

REFERENCE PHOTOS >

„It looks absolutely fantastic and I
am very impressed with the quality
of construction and
ease of use.“
David Pickworth

12
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UV BESTÄNDIGSCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR
EASY TO USE VIELFÄLTIG
HOCHWERTIG EASY TO USE VIELFÄLTIG
HOCHWERTIG

EASY TO USE

VIELFÄLTIG UV BESTÄNDIG SCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR
WASSERABWEISEND
HOCHWERTIG EASY TO USE VIELFÄLTIG UV BESTÄNDIG

FEATURES
The X GLOO tent combines a sophisticated
design with the best possible incorporation
of premium-quality materials.

WASSERABWEISEND
UV BESTÄNDIGSCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR
WINDSTABIL
HOCHWERTIG
EASY TO USE
VIELFÄLTIG
EASY TO USE VIELFÄLTIG UV BESTÄNDIGSCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR
VERSATILE

PREMIUM
QUALITY
EASY TO
USE
WINDSTABIL
WASSERABWEISEND
SCHWER
ENTFLAMMBAR
BEDRUCKBAR
WASSERABWEISEND
VIELFÄLTIG UV BESTÄNDIGSCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR

EASY TO USEVIELFÄLTIG
UV BESTÄNDIG

This unique combination is visible
down to the smallest detail.

FORM STABILITY
AND AESTHETICS
Safety and durability as well as innovation and
openness. Maximum stability is achieved thanks to
excellent workmanship of premium-quality materials;
the atmosphere thanks to the aerodynamic design.

WINDSTABIL BEDRUCKBARSCHNELL
WASSERABWEISEND
WINDSTABIL
WASSERABWEISEND
UV BESTÄNDIGSCHWER ENTFLAMMBAR
UV RESISTANT

PRINTABLE

SCHNELL
WATERPROOF
WIND
RESISTANT
WINDSTABIL BEDRUCKBAR
MODULAR
VIELFÄLTIG
UV BESTÄNDIG
ENTFLAMMBAR
WASSERABWEISEND
WINDSTABIL BEDRUCKBAR
SCHWERSCHWER
ENTFLAMMBAR

FLAME RETARDANT

BEDRUCKBARSCHNELL
WINDSTABIL
WASSERABWEISEND
QUICK SETUP
MODULAR

MODULAR
ALL TERRAIN
SCHNELL
BEDRUCKBAR
ALL TERRAIN

SCHWER
ALLBESTÄNDIG
TERRAIN
MODULAR UV
WASSERABWEISEND
SCHNELL
MODULAR
WINDSTABIL BEDRUCKBAR SCHNELL

FUNCTIONAL
PRODUCT DESIGN
Built-in zipper gutters, welded seams and a PU fabric
ENTFLAMMBAR
coating ensure maximum water resistance and
protection in all weather conditions.

ALL TERRAIN
MODULAR
ALL WASSERABWEISEND
TERRAIN
SCHWER
SCHNELL
MODULAR ENTFLAMMBAR
BEDRUCKBAR
WINDSTABIL

ONE-PUMP
INFLATION

ALL TERRAIN
MODULAR
SCHNELL

ALL TERRAIN

ONE-PUMP SYSTEM

WASSERABWEISEND
WINDSTABIL
BEDRUCKBAR

MODULAR

ALL TERRAIN

ALL TERRAIN

SCHNELL

WINDSTABILBEDRUCKBAR

SCHNELL
MODULAR BEDRUCKBAR
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ALL TERRAINSCHNELL

MODULAR

Optional upgrade. The one-pump system enables the
tent to be inﬂated more quickly by equally inﬂating
all four legs of the tent simultaneously. The built-in
backﬂow valves ensure that even if one tube of the
tent develops an air leak the other tubes will remain
inﬂated.

SPECIALLY
SELECTED MATERIALS
are classiﬁed as „ﬂame retardant“ based on the German standard DIN 4102-1 and the US standard CPAI
84 component. This makes the X GLOO tent ideal for
indoor and outdoor use.
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WIND TUNNEL-TEST

A UNIFIED
CONNECTION SYSTEM
allows for the quick and easy attachment of optional
components. By means of strain-resistant spiral zippers, walls, canopies and connecting tunnels can be
connected to the tent. The clever roof connections on
the tubes allow the roof to be easily exchanged; perfect for if you need a single tent in multiple designs.

PURPOSEFUL
REINFORCEMENTS
on exposed details and seams that receive high strain
ensure that the tent remains wind stable in winds of
up to 60 km / h when properly anchored. This has
been proven by multiple tests in a wind tunnel.
Optional anchoring and ballasting equipment can be
attached to these specially reinforced points for
setting up and securing your X GLOO tent on any
surface and in any environment.

WIND TUNNEL TESTED
HIGH QUALITY
VALVES

We put great importance on taking a thorough
approach to the development of our tents, to provide

facilitate easy airﬂow into the air bladders for quick
inﬂation and only release air when taking the tent
down (by pressing the small red button in the valve).

LOO

IN

E
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We are careful to use primarily European-made materials in our tents. Sewing and assembly is performed in
our own production facility located in Latvia.

MAD

‚MADE IN EUROPE‘ QUALITY

H

RIGINA
L
EO
XG

T

The red overpressure valve opens automatically if the
tube is excessively pressurized during inﬂation or from
heating by the sun.

EU R O PE

The results are in these clear advantages:

for the money.

The tubes lead steeply upwards, creating not only
a more generous space, but also a larger roof area,
which in turn increases the available branding space.

That‘s why we have tested our X GLOO tents in a professional wind tunnel. The results and ﬁndings helped
guide us while shaping and processing, and when
choosing sizes and materials.

At the same time, wind and weather resistance could
be ensured by reinforcing the fabric in sensitive areas:
X GLOO tents withstand winds of up to 60 km / h and,

Not least, the tests in the wind tunnel showed us
where and how the statics and strength of the support structure (inﬂatable tubes) could be signiﬁcantly
improved and how an optimized relationship between
column diameter and air pressure could be created.

tents and pole tents.
The implementation of our requirements and quality
standards is ensured by our Latvian subsidiary MATOTEX. Together, we develop and produce hand in hand
for the satisfaction of our customers.
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„Set up was a breeze, tear down
was a breeze and the tent turned
out awesome!“
Casey Lorenzen, Creative Director Founder Denver Design Co.

„Thanks for your great
tents. It‘s always fun
to work with good
equipment.“
Andy Schleede, Yogi Tea

„The tents are proving to be a hit! We are
getting great feedback for them and the
visitors are really liking it. Thanks!“
Mike Sparks; Marketing Werks

18
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ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

PUMPS

STABILITY

securing your tent in strong winds,
optimizing its appearance and
simplifying transport and installation.
Hand Pump -

Elektric Pump BRAVO TURBOMAX -

for XC 3, XD 4, 5, 6

Grass Anchor Sets -

for XC 3, XD 4, 5, 6

Elektric Pump BRAVO 230/2000 -

for all tent sizes

Water Ballast Barrels
- for all tent sizes

for XC 3, XD 4, 5, 6, 7

Digitally-Printed Covers

- a great seating option.

Tube Ballasts -

for XC 3; XD 4, 5, 6

Wall Ballasts -

TRANSPORT

Back Pack -

Transport Box & Counter -

for XC 3

for XC 3, XD 4

Snow Anchor - for all tent sizes

Sand Anchor -

LED Lighting Kit -

Protection Foil -

for all tent sizes

LIGHT
AND
PROTECTION

20

Multifunction Transport Bag L -

for XD 4 /

XL - for XD 5,6

Transport Handtruck and Easy Bag -

für XD 4, 5, 6

for all tent sizes

for all tent sizes
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STYLISH
ADDITIONAL

Transport Box - with wrap-around counter graphics, shelves and countertop.

3D RENDERINGS
UPON REQUEST
inﬂatable Sofa

Inﬂatable Seat

Inﬂatable Table

We pride ourselves on our creativity and
imagination, but also our perseverance and
patience—all qualities that make our team
so smart.
Together, we serve clients worldwide and
hope to be able to have you as the next
enthusiastic and happy X GLOO customer.

Inﬂatable Stool
22

We would be happy to create a 3D
rendering of an X GLOO tent designed to
your speciﬁcations.
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